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Abstract. Healthcare organisations are constantly facing sophisticated cyberattacks due to the sensitivity and criticality of patient
health care information and wide connectivity of medical devices. Such attacks can pose potential disruptions to critical services
delivery. There are number of existing works that focus on using Machine Learning (ML) models for predicting vulnerability and
exploitation but most of these works focused on parameterized values to predict severity and exploitability. This paper proposes a
novel method that uses ontology axioms to define essential concepts related to the overall healthcare ecosystem and to ensure
semantic consistency checking among such concepts. The application of ontology enables the formal specification and description
of healthcare ecosystem and the key elements used in vulnerability assessment as a set of concepts. Such specification also
strengthens the relationships that exist between healthcare-based and vulnerability assessment concepts, in addition to semantic
definition and reasoning of the concepts. Our work also makes use of Machine Learning techniques to predict possible security
vulnerabilities in health care supply chain services. The paper demonstrates the applicability of our work by using vulnerability
datasets to predict the exploitation. The results show that the conceptualization of healthcare sector cybersecurity using an
ontological approach provides mechanisms to better understand the correlation between the healthcare sector and the security
domain, while the ML algorithms increase the accuracy of the vulnerability exploitability prediction. Our result shows that using
Linear Regression, Decision Tree and Random Forest provided a reasonable result for predicting vulnerability exploitability.
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1. Introduction1

Healthcare supply chain services aim to deliver criti-2

cal healthcare services where multiple healthcare enti-3

ties of the healthcare ecosystem are involved. A health-4

care ecosystem can be defined as a globally distributed,5

interconnected set of entities (i.e., hospital and health-6

care operators), processes and services that rely upon7

an interconnected web of ICT infrastructures and cyber8

networks to leverage the flows of services and infor-9
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mation. The increased usage of information technology 10

in modern healthcare ecosystem means that they are 11

becoming more vulnerable to the activities of threat 12

actors and susceptible to potential security attacks. Due 13

to the type of information at risk and the consequences 14

related to patient safety, securing the health care sector 15

is recognized as a priority. For instance, when a credit 16

card number is stolen, the financial institution can re- 17

issue the card and the consequences are just financial. 18

On the other hand, if a patient’s health care record is 19

stolen, this can have significant personal and societal 20

consequences [1]. Even worst, if a medical device is 21

compromised that might result in loss of life if the de- 22

vice is used for example surgery. A recent survey by 23
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HIMMS reveals that there is a lack of budget in the24

healthcare sector related to the security of the health25

care IT infrastructure [2]. Additionally, medical devices26

are increasingly interfaced with other equipment, and27

vulnerabilities of the devices can be propagated into28

the other part of the network within the healthcare sup-29

ply chain. This poses service disruption as well as un-30

intended consequences. There are approximately 2031

new cyber vulnerabilities released and reported every32

day [3], which makes it very challenging task for health-33

care practitioner to determine which are relevant for a34

specific healthcare context [3]. Additionally, according35

to Kenna research only 2% of the published vulner-36

abilities have observed exploits in the wild [4]. It is37

therefore necessary to prioritise relevant vulnerabilities,38

based on the prediction of the individual vulnerabilities’39

exploitability.40

Within this context, the paper aims to enhance secure41

healthcare supply chain service delivery. The proposed42

approach includes three main components: a concep-43

tual view, an ontology and vulnerability exploitability44

prediction. Our work considers a number of industry45

specific standards and data sets for vulnerabilities such46

as the Common Vulnerabilities and Exposures (CVE),47

the Common Vulnerability Scoring System (CVSS3.1),48

machine learning models such as Linear Regression49

(LR), Decision Tree (DT) and Random Forest and on-50

tology methodology such as OWL [5].51

The main novelty of the work is to ensure security52

of the healthcare service delivery based on the under-53

standing of the modern healthcare ecosystem and its54

decomposition using a number of concepts and onto-55

logical views and predict exploitation of vulnerabilities56

that can pose any risks on the overall system context.57

This provides an early warning of possible disruption58

so that appropriate measurements can be taken for the59

overall business continuity. Our work makes three im-60

portant contributions. Firstly, we consider the health-61

care ecosystem and its decomposition to understand the62

overall system context. The whole ecosystem is con-63

textualized to include relevant constructs, a conceptual64

model and an ontology. The ontology provides seman-65

tic mapping and explicit representation of knowledge66

which is necessary for a holistic analysis of vulnerabili-67

ties in the healthcare domain. Secondly, we provide ma-68

chine learning models that support the analysis and dis-69

covery of security vulnerability patterns and make pre-70

dictions as to whether they can become usable exploits.71

This allows us to prioritize vulnerabilities according to72

an exploitability rating, and more importantly, deter-73

mine necessary control actions. Finally, we have de-74

signed and carried out an experiment to determine the 75

usable exploit for the vulnerability prioritisation. Our 76

experimental result shows that our work provides higher 77

accuracy with Random Forest than other algorithms, 78

e.g. Decision Tree (DT) and Linear Regression (LR). 79

The rest of the paper is structured as follows. Sec- 80

tion 2 presents the existing works related to our work 81

from two dimensions, i.e., vulnerability and ontology, 82

vulnerability exploitability, and healthcare sector cy- 83

ber security. Section 3 explains the healthcare ecosys- 84

tem and its decomposition. In Section 4, we introduced 85

the proposed approach in terms of conceptual view, 86

three ontological views including Healthcare supply 87

chain service delivery ontology, Vulnerability Assess- 88

ment Ontology and Base Score Vulnerability Metrics 89

Ontology and vulnerability prediction method using the 90

Machine Learning Models. Section 5 explains the ex- 91

periment and results. A discussion of the work is added 92

in Section 7. Finally, Section 7 concludes the paper and 93

provides limitation and directions for the future works. 94

2. Related works 95

This section provides an overview of existing works 96

which are relevant to our work. In particular, we exam- 97

ine the areas of security vulnerability, ontologies and 98

healthcare sector cyber security. 99

2.1. Vulnerability and ontology 100

Välja et al. [6] introduced an ontology framework for 101

improving automatic threat modelling, where they pro- 102

posed a framework that is developed with conceptual 103

modelling, which is validated using different datasets 104

from water utility control network and university IT 105

environment. The goal of the framework is to sup- 106

port the automation of threat modelling by improv- 107

ing the comparability and completeness of data from 108

multiple sources based on specific data type elements 109

such as software products, operating systems, and data 110

flows. However, the contributions in this research have 111

failed to consider the relevance and essentiality of vul- 112

nerability for enhancing threat modelling processes. 113

Vorozhtsova and Skripkin [7] presented an ontologi- 114

cal analysis of vulnerability in the energy sector. The 115

ontology reflects the interrelationship between com- 116

monly used terminologies concepts in the energy sec- 117

tor and cyber security concepts. The authors developed 118

a classification of vulnerabilities and possible control 119

measures for ensuring security of cyber asset in the 120
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energy sector. The ontological analysis scheme pre-121

sented in the paper facilitates the classification of vul-122

nerabilities, their causes and methods of elimination.123

However, the authors neither provided a solid argu-124

ment on either the sources of vulnerabilities or pur-125

ported control actions used in the approach. Dimitrov126

and Kolev (2020) presented an ontology based on in-127

formation from the common weakness enumeration’s128

(CWE) top 25 most dangerous software errors [50]. The129

methodology used in the research adopted the National130

Vulnerability Database (NVD) and Common Vulnera-131

bility Scoring System (CVSS). The authors argued that132

newly discovered vulnerabilities are sometimes regis-133

tered as old entries in CVE, thereby hindering investiga-134

tion process and creating inconsistencies because vul-135

nerabilities are classified as old entry. Similarly, Syed et136

al. [49] introduced the Unified Cybersecurity Ontology137

that provides a common structure for describing cyber138

security domain. The approach incorporates some of139

the widely used standards, best practices, vocabularies140

and ontologies such as CVE and CVSS. It also supports141

reasoning and inferring of new information from ex-142

isting data sources in addition to capturing of security143

analysts’ specialized knowledge.144

2.2. Vulnerability exploitability145

There are a number of recent works in the litera-146

ture that focus on the vulnerability exploitation for the147

security improvement. A notable work is done by Ja-148

cob which focuses on existence of proof-of-concept ex-149

ploit code or weaponized exploits from the vulnerabil-150

ity database [8]. The work aims to estimate the proba-151

bility of exploits in the next 12 months. Various vendors152

such as Microsoft, HP, Adobe and IBM are used for the153

experiment. The result shows that there is a strong cor-154

relation between proof of concept exploits being pub-155

lished and weaponized for the vulnerability exploita-156

tion. Recorded future considers NVD and Exploit DB157

data sets for anticipating cyber vulnerability exploits158

based on the SVM Linear and Naïve Bayes [9]. The159

work investigates a number of common words, vendor160

products, and references for the better accuracy. The161

result concludes that CVSS scores, and CWE-numbers162

are redundant when a large number of common words163

are used for the exploitation. Keena research shown164

that 2% of published vulnerabilities have observed ex-165

ploits in the wild and vulnerability prioritisation is the166

biggest challenge for the vulnerability management [4].167

It is necessary to determine the relevant vulnerabili-168

ties that need remediation in a cost-effective manner.169

The research result also shows that 77% of CVEs does 170

not include any exploit code or observed exploitations 171

associated with them. CVSS score 7 or more shows 172

higher percentage of exploited CVEs than CVEs with 173

no known exploit code or observations. Deqiang and 174

Sujuan [10] consider the vulnerability chain based on 175

the assumption that vulnerabilities do not always ex- 176

ploit in isolation and there is a link between the vulnera- 177

bilities which can be exploited by an attacker. The work 178

considers the CVSS vector to determine the score of a 179

chain based on the privilege required for an exploita- 180

tion [50]. For instance, if two vulnerabilities are linked, 181

one requires no privilege then the attack can exploit 182

the other vulnerability intendent of access vector. An- 183

other related work [11] investigated using ML in pre- 184

dicting cybersecurity incidents with specific focus on 185

Small and Medium Enterprises (SME) in South Korea. 186

However, their work uses text mining, such as n-gram, 187

bag-of-words and ML algorithms, such as Naïve Bayes 188

(NB) and Support Vector Machine, to find a pattern 189

from their collected data of cyber incidents on SME 190

for classifying cyber incidents and the corresponding 191

response. However, unlike our work, which uses ML 192

and ontology on the CVE data set. Other works that 193

are using ML in healthcare sector include investigating 194

ML in predicting pneumonia mortality, which includes 195

using DT in developing their prediction technique [12]. 196

Similarly, ML was used successfully in the prediction 197

of progressive cancer to help effectively provide control 198

measures at the early stage of the cancer onset. Also, 199

recently, ML was used in various works for the pre- 200

diction of COVID-19 diagnosis to help provide con- 201

trol measures to reduce the spread of the virus [13]. In 202

the literature [14], there are additional collections of 203

recently collected related works for using ML to im- 204

prove the security of healthcare system. Additionally, 205

there are several recent works that focus on the super- 206

vised machine learning model. Rafiei presents a Neural 207

Dynamic Classification algorithm (NDC) that aims to 208

identify the optimal features and most effective feature 209

space [15]. The proposed NDC is compare with a num- 210

ber of existing algorithms, such as PNN, EPNN, and 211

SVM. The result shows that NDC provides the most 212

accurate classification for both standard and large clas- 213

sification problem compared to the other algorithms. 214

NDC considers classification as a dynamic problem and 215

obtained results certainly demonstrate NDC as a robust 216

classification algorithm. Pereira presents finite element 217

machine classifier framework, where whole training set 218

is modelled as a probabilistic manifold for classification 219

purposes [16]. The result is compared with the nine 220
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other supervised pattern recognition techniques with221

both small and medium-to-large-sized datasets. FEMa222

is a superior technique for almost all small datasets and223

it is the third best classifier for the other data sets. Alam224

designs a NN ensemble and present a dynamic ensem-225

ble learning (DEL) algorithm that aims to automatic226

determination of NN ensemble architecture and size227

of individual NN [17]. It also improves the accuracy228

and diversity of neural network. There are eight dis-229

tinct steps followed by DEL and experiment analysis is230

performed based on different medical and non-medical231

datasets. The result shows that DEL obtained better232

diversity comparing to the existing ensemble learning233

methods and avoid using trial-and-error process. Gao234

proposes balanced semi-supervised GAN (BSS-GAN)235

approach that aims to address the data deficiency and236

class imbalance to support the wider adoption of deep237

learning (DL) algorithm [18]. Several experiments were238

performed including crack detection, spalling detec-239

tion, Damage pattern recognition, failure cases and syn-240

thetic image quality. The results from these experiments241

show that BSS-GAN is able to achieve better damage242

detection, specifically its outperformed others in both243

binary crack and spalling detection under low-data and244

imbalanced-class settings. Dong considers flood vulner-245

ability assessment and prediction using Bayesian mod-246

elling [19]. The work adopts data-driven probabilistic247

vulnerability assessment and cascades characterization248

of flood control infrastructure failure. The approach is249

applied to 4,023 km of flood control network in Hous-250

ton and failure cascades simulation achieves more than251

80% accuracy.252

2.3. Healthcare sector cybersecurity253

A review by [20] concluded that healthcare industry254

lacks comparing to the other sectors for securing pa-255

tient sensitive data. Rapid technological advancement256

and evolving federal policy are considered two main257

drivers for the exposing healthcare to cyber threats. A258

security report observed that implantable cardiac device259

gets security features associated with the system archi-260

tecture [21]. This device often uses device-to-device261

authentication schemes such as hardcoded credentials262

on home monitoring devices for authenticating to pa-263

tient support networks. An attacker can exploit this cre-264

dential to access the network. The Centre for Internet265

Security (CIS) highlights a number of attacks such as266

ransomware, data breaches, DDoS, inside threats and267

business email compromise which are commonly used268

by the attacker in the healthcare sector [22]. The report269

mentions that the Personal Health Information (PHI) 270

is much more valuable comparing to the Personally 271

Identifiable Information (PII) because cybercriminal 272

can use PHI data to target victim with frauds and scam 273

and fake insurance claim. Argaw review cyber-attacks 274

that can threaten various healthcare services, including 275

surgery and medicine delivery, by targeting medical 276

devices such as imaging equipment, automated drug 277

dispensers and electronic health record [1]. The work 278

recommends a number of action points such as risk- 279

based approaches, vulnerability and patch management, 280

and Incident response plans for improving cyber se- 281

curity in Hospitals. Wagner uses graph modelling to 282

measure the vulnerabilities in supply chain and recom- 283

mends possible mitigations [23]. The work develops 284

supply chain vulnerability index (SCVI) based on rela- 285

tionships among the supply chain drivers and applied 286

in real world scenario. SCVI considers four steps and 287

determines the graph weight and directed edge. The 288

result shows that automotive industries are exposed to 289

the highest supply chain vulnerability. Dobrzykowski 290

investigates healthcare supply chain network and pro- 291

vides a contextual view of the downstream healthcare 292

delivery supply chain and its relationship with the reg- 293

ulatory compliance [24]. The work considers down- 294

stream of the healthcare supply chain context because 295

of its important for the coordination of the service de- 296

livery. Several issues such as finance model, data pri- 297

vacy, investment in technology are discussed and high- 298

light the necessity of decentralised healthcare supply 299

chain. Nguyen reviews the existing Deep Reinforce- 300

ment Learning (DRL) approaches for cyber security 301

based on the cyber physical system, intrusion detection 302

system, and game theory [25]. DRL is applied in vari- 303

ous applications actors a number of sectors including 304

cyber physical and autonomous system, intrusion and 305

phishing detection. The review provides several impor- 306

tant observation and future directions for the adoption 307

of DRL in cyber security. 308

All the above-mentioned works and study reports 309

contribute to the overall cyber security including knowl- 310

edge presentation through ontology, vulnerability ex- 311

ploitability, and risk factors in healthcare domain. How- 312

ever, there is a lack of consideration to improve cyber 313

security for the overall healthcare ecosystem consider- 314

ing vulnerabilities exploitability. This research fills this 315

gap by providing methods for understanding the overall 316

healthcare sector and predicting the exploitability of 317

vulnerabilities. 318
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Fig. 1. Healthcare ecosystem and its decomposition.

3. Healthcare ecosystem319

The healthcare sector has experienced a technical320

evolution over the past decade and undergone dramatic321

changes in the past several years, primarily spurred by322

the adoption of new medical devices and technologies323

including insulin pump, health care information man-324

agement system, IoT, and Cloud Computing. Healthcare325

ecosystem is the core area of the context that consists326

of a heterogeneous set of actors, entities, and systems327

such as hospitals and general practitioners organisa-328

tions, service providers, medical equipment suppliers,329

patients, doctors, nurses who are actively participating330

to delivery healthcare service delivery [26]. There is331

a significant increased interdependencies between the332

physical and cyber level for the overall healthcare ser-333

vice delivery. Cyber security is a cross cutting concern334

from each dimension of the ecosystem. The ecosystem335

consists of three main components:336

– Healthcare ecosystem: Healthcare ecosystem, as337

stated previously, interconnects a set of entities338

with healthcare information infrastructure for the339

healthcare service delivery. The overall healthcare340

ecosystem consists of four distinct hierarchical341

areas of considerations from healthcare devices,342

ICT infrastructure, healthcare services, intercon-343

nect healthcare information infrastructure. To en-344

sure security and resilience, the ecosystem de-345

mands a number of capabilities, i.e., a thoroughly346

performed assessment of the vulnerabilities of all347

interconnected cyber assets; a continuous evalua-348

tion of the corresponding risks; and of detection349

and analysis of incidents.350

– Healthcare entities: The Ecosystem includes 351

healthcare entities such as hospital, clinic, and 352

agents who are responsible for performing spe- 353

cific tasks relating to the security capability. For 354

instance, an agent identifies the vulnerabilities re- 355

lated to the specific healthcare devices and assesses 356

the identified vulnerabilities or detects an ongoing 357

cyber threat without knowing how this may affect 358

the others. 359

– Security-related information: This component 360

presents the knowledge of cyber-attacks, vulner- 361

abilities, and risks which need to be analysed for 362

the overall cybersecurity improvement. Health- 363

care entities are the key stakeholder who receive 364

this security-related information. This information 365

is used as an input for performing tasks relating 366

to security analysis. Security related information 367

considers details of attacks and incidents of spe- 368

cific assets such as CVEID, vulnerability descrip- 369

tion, causes, asset type, attack, impact, and other 370

relevant properties. If required, security related 371

information also needs to review the healthcare 372

supply chain services and underlying Healthcare 373

Information Infrastructure (HCII). 374

3.1. Healthcare ecosystem decomposition 375

It is necessary to decompose the ecosystem to un- 376

derstand the main areas so that vulnerabilities can be 377

discovered from all these areas. This research follows a 378

bottom-up hierarchy structure to decompose the ecosys- 379

tem into three different levels as presented in Fig. 1. 380
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These levels are related with each other and necessary381

for the healthcare service delivery. The lowest level re-382

lates to the individual patient health care devices and383

underlying ICT infrastructure that support the patient384

healthcare service delivery and processes. Hence, this385

lowest layer considers all IT and medical devices re-386

lated assets such as infusion pump, routers, IoT sen-387

sors, and many more. The middle level relates with the388

healthcare services and process within a Heath Care389

Information Infrastructure (HCII) of a specific health-390

care institute such as a hospital or clinic. HCII requires391

the components of overall IT infrastructure and med-392

ical devices necessary to delivery healthcare services393

including the patient healthcare devices, communica-394

tion networks, information system, and other relevant395

ICT infrastructure. A health care entity relies on this396

infrastructure to deliver the services and support the397

business process. Finally, the highest level relates with398

the interdependent HCIIs (iHCII) for the supply chain399

health care service deliver and underlying infrastruc-400

ture. The iHCII connects the individual HCII to de-401

livery supply chain healthcare services and composes402

the whole health ecosystem. For instance, a clinic as403

HCII exchange patient diagnostic report with a Hospital404

for the treatment. Therefore, security of iHCII depends405

on the individual HCII security status. The interdepen-406

dency among the HCIIs is characterized by the distri-407

bution of services, data sharing, collaboration among408

the activities for the informed decision making.409

4. The proposed approach410

This work aims to ensure secure healthcare supply411

chain service delivery by analysing and prioritizing the412

vulnerabilities so that an informed decision can be taken413

to tackle any issues relating to security. It considers414

security from the context of healthcare ecosystem and415

other related components. The proposed approach uses416

a conceptual view to represent the concepts and the rela-417

tionship between, and an ontological view that provides418

a common language and a knowledge base of healthcare419

ecosystem. The integration of these important elements420

would help healthcare institutions to understand emerg-421

ing vulnerabilities and to identify suitable controls to422

mitigate the risks to a secure and resilient healthcare423

ICT infrastructure. In addition, the proposed approach424

considers evidence-based data for the security analy-425

sis and adopts a vulnerability exploitability prediction426

model. The reason for considering vulnerability ex-427

ploitability is that there are significant confirmed vul-428

nerabilities published every month, and it is challeng- 429

ing for healthcare entities to fix a reasonable propor- 430

tion of these vulnerabilities. Therefore, it is necessary 431

to prioritize the relevant vulnerabilities based on po- 432

tentiality of exploitation within a specific healthcare 433

entity. Additionally, we have also integrated an ontol- 434

ogy for providing a common understanding, reusing 435

of domain knowledge and making assumptions for se- 436

curity considerations in the overall healthcare ecosys- 437

tem more explicit. In addition, an ontology is machine- 438

readable, it can make inferences, enables consistency 439

checking and specifies semantic relationship between 440

diverse set of constructs or concepts. This will make 441

it easier for healthcare entities and actors to perform 442

analytical tasks, understand vulnerability exploitability 443

and correlate potential risks with control actions. 444

4.1. Conceptual view 445

This section presents the concepts used in construct- 446

ing the conceptual model of the proposed approach. 447

The point of the conceptual view is to highlight spe- 448

cific construct from the broader perspective of vulner- 449

ability analysis, which will support practitioner’s abil- 450

ity to connect different perspectives and mapping the 451

concepts, and more importantly, promote a meaningful 452

interpretation of the concepts according to healthcare- 453

based systems. Hence, the concepts are derived from 454

multiple domains including cybersecurity, healthcare 455

ecosystem, threat intelligence and vulnerability. The 456

rationale behind the inclusion of these concepts is based 457

on the analysis and elicitation of healthcare-based sys- 458

tems considering security and privacy requirements. 459

– Actor: is an entity who derives benefit or interacts 460

with a healthcare infrastructure or system, partic- 461

ipates in a process, performs a task, or supports 462

other entities within the healthcare ecosystem to 463

perform a task. Actor is characterised by type and 464

role. For instance, healthcare practitioner is re- 465

sponsible for the patient treatment. There are other 466

actors such as IT professionals who are responsible 467

for managing the overall ecosystem. 468

– Cyber asset: implies any form of medical device, 469

patient data or ICT component that supports for 470

the healthcare service delivery. The assets within 471

the healthcare ecosystem are dependent upon each 472

other for the healthcare service delivery. In partic- 473

ular, assets within the healthcare system are con- 474

nected for the specific service delivery. For in- 475

stance, the data from the home infusion pump as 476

medical device are transferred to the pump server 477
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as IT device. The server correlates the data for478

making clinical decision. Assets comprise hard-479

ware, software, information, and includes various480

properties as types, values, criticality, sensitivity481

and required level of protection.482

– Threat actor: represents an individual or groups483

that participate in hostile actions or operate with484

malicious intents to compromise the availability,485

integrity or confidentiality of a healthcare delivery486

system or the information it contains. Threat ac-487

tors are identified based on their distinctive char-488

acteristics and motives (such as goals, motivation,489

tactics, and procedure). In particular, threat actor490

aims for patient data leak and health care service491

disruption. Threat actor needs certain profile to492

exploit specific vulnerability for an attack.493

– Goal: represents strategic interest of an actor.494

Goals are mainly introduced to realize security495

constraints that are imposed to an actor. Goal con-496

sists of attributes as type and purpose, for example,497

authentication and authorisation controls could be498

the goal of an asset whose purpose is to ensure499

security protection.500

– Vulnerability: a weakness or a flaw in an asset,501

either from implementation, design, or other pro-502

cesses, that can be exploited or triggered by a503

threat agent. Each asset may link with single or504

multiple confirmed vulnerabilities published by505

Common Vulnerabilities and Exposures (CVE)506

which are required to consider for an attack. Vul-507

nerability considers properties published in com-508

mon vulnerability scoring system (CVSS 3.1). For509

instance, Infusion Pump medical device lacks in-510

put validation that provides command line access511

and privilege escalation (CVE-2021-33886) and512

insulin pump lacks security (authentication and513

authorization) in RF communication protocol with514

other devices (CVE-2019-10964).515

– Risk: a potential loss, harm or consequence to516

assets as a result of a threat actor exploiting a517

vulnerability. In other words, a risk can affect an518

asset when asset vulnerabilities are exploited by519

a threat actor. The purpose of this concept is to520

identify the risks facing an asset. Risk contains521

properties such as type, likelihood and severity.522

The main risk in healthcare ecosystem focuses on523

the service disruption and patient data leak.524

– Control mechanism: refers the implementation of525

technical safeguards, systems, or other adminis-526

trative processes that are used to prevent or miti-527

gate risks, and to ensure the overall protection of528

healthcare systems. Control mechanisms include 529

several properties such as type, functionality, ef- 530

fectiveness level. 531

– Cyber course of action: comprises a set of secu- 532

rity controls that can be executed by an actor in 533

response to cyber incidents in healthcare systems. 534

In other words, cyber course of action are those 535

ancillary procedural actions and technical mea- 536

sures that are used to defend against threat actors 537

and their tactics, techniques and procedures. It is 538

characterised by procedural and technical courses 539

of action. 540

– Cyber incident: implies a security-related event or 541

a series of events that may result in unanticipated 542

consequences, or interruption of essential health- 543

care systems and functions. Cyber incidents are 544

characterized by type, affected asset, severity and 545

access vector. For instance, misconfiguration of 546

insulin pump could be an incident. 547

– Effect: determines the measurable implications 548

or consequences caused by a security incident to 549

healthcare systems. The intention is to measure the 550

potential severity of adverse effect or compromise 551

caused by a security incident. Impact contains at- 552

tributes such as affected asset and severity. 553

– Security and privacy requirement: imply specific 554

qualities or restrictions relating security and pri- 555

vacy measures that must be present and maintained 556

in healthcare systems. These requirements aim to 557

support the protection and privacy of cyber assets, 558

as well as the overall picture of mitigating risks. 559

– Dependency: signifies the connection, linkage or 560

connection that exists between two or more assets, 561

by which the state of one asset influences or is 562

reliant upon the state of the other. A dependency 563

exists if the operation of a cyber asset depends on 564

data or services processed by another cyber asset. 565

Figure 2 provides a meta model consisting of the 566

concepts and the relationship between them. The aim of 567

the meta model is to offer a simplified view and to ren- 568

der and abstraction of how such concepts can be used in 569

the context of vulnerability analysis in healthcare-based 570

systems. Put differently, the meta-model is presented so 571

that the concepts can be recognized and the dependen- 572

cies, properties, inheritance and association between 573

them can be easily traced. Therefore, concepts are rep- 574

resented with rectangular shape. The top section dis- 575

plays the concept name, while the middle section inside 576

the rectangular shape contains the concepts’ properties 577

(attributes) as properties. Lines are used to represent 578

association, inheritance, multiplicity and relationship 579
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Fig. 2. Meta model.

between concepts. On the one hand, solid arrow lines580

indicate an association between two concepts where581

one concepts interact with the other. On the other hand,582

shallow arrow lines indicate inheritance between two583

concepts where one concept is a sub-class of another.584

Essentially, healthcare functions and operations are585

supported by cyber assets. Such assets are operated,586

managed, controlled, and used by different actors with587

varying set of goals. Each cyber asset is associated with588

specific security and privacy requirements that elabo-589

rate performance characteristics that must be preserved590

in by healthcare entities such as processing or transmis-591

sion of personal health information by General Practi-592

tioners (GPs). Further, each cyber asset has a specific593

level of criticality based on its operational value or con-594

sequences of failure and could be exposed to various595

forms of common vulnerabilities.596

Vulnerabilities are related to cyber asset implemen-597

tation weakness, security misconfigurations or lapses598

in vendor products, and they can be subject to exploita-599

tion by a threat actor. However, each vulnerability has a 600

different impact – some need to be addressed urgently 601

while others are less of a priority – hence they are as- 602

sessed according to exploitability metrics (criticality, 603

score and priority). A threat actor possesses different 604

skillsets, resources and goals for compromising cyber 605

asset or access sensitive information. Also, the mani- 606

festation of a threat actor activities could result in a risk 607

such as the interruption of healthcare functions, which 608

that may lead to a certain degree of effect to one or 609

more cyber assets and dependencies. In addition, con- 610

trol mechanisms are implemented to address vulnera- 611

bilities and protect cyber assets. Control mechanisms 612

can be implemented according to detective, preventive 613

and corrective actions for various functions such as de- 614

tecting and minimising the potential effect of vulnera- 615

bility, and/or restoring cyber assets to a prior state. On 616

the other hand, the Cyber course of action expresses 617

additional countermeasures to mitigate the impact of 618

an incident and offer more protection to cyber assets. 619
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Fig. 3. Healthcare supply chain ontology.

The cyber course of action also improves the existing620

control mechanisms and the overall security posture of621

cyber assets.622

4.2. Ontological view623

This section presents ontological views based on the624

concepts. The ontology is created based on the well-625

established Web Ontology Language (OWL) method- 626

ology, which allows the specification of concepts, re- 627

lationships, as well as characteristics of concepts and 628

relationships in a human and machine understandable. 629

This makes it ideal to explicitly represent the meaning 630

of terms in vocabularies and the relationships between 631

those terms [5]. Therefore, the ontology consists of 632

Classes (concrete representation of concepts), instances 633
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Fig. 4. Vulnerability assessment ontology.

(individuals of classes) and properties. Instances specify634

the conditions that must be met, while properties imply635

relationships between classes and individuals. The aim636

of the ontological views is to establish a formalized and637

structured representation of the concepts that constitute638

vulnerability assessment, as well as their association639

with other concepts for analysing vulnerabilities in the640

context of healthcare cyber systems. In other words,641

three different ontologies are generated as:642

– Healthcare supply chain service delivery ontology 643

– Vulnerability assessment ontology 644

– Base Score vulnerability Metrics Ontology 645

4.2.1. Healthcare supply chain service delivery 646

ontology 647

An explicit formal specification of the concepts in 648

healthcare domain and the relationships between them 649

are expressed as an ontology in Fig. 3. according to 650
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Fig. 5. Detailed view of base score metrics ontology.

the concepts and their properties presented described651

in the previous section, which aims to provide general652

knowledge base for healthcare supply chain service. It653

consists of concepts, object properties, and data prop-654

erties. Concepts are represented in bright-blue circles.655

Object properties are represented in green rectangles,656

and datatypes in yellow rectangles. With the creation of657

this ontology, healthcare entities can efficiently develop658

a shared understanding of critical vulnerabilities, expo-659

sures and exploitability that may result in substantial660

harmful consequences. Therefore, based on the termi-661

nologies in OWL, the core concepts are represented662

as classes, relations are implemented as properties and663

accompanying datatype.664

4.2.2. Vulnerability assessment ontology665

A vulnerability assessment ontology is developed in666

order to highlight the concepts, their association and667

properties in a more formal representation of knowl-668

edge for describing vulnerabilities in the context of 669

healthcare-based systems. In other words, this ontology 670

is designed to provide a structured representation and 671

efficient assessment of vulnerabilities in healthcare do- 672

main. The basis of this ontology is implemented accord- 673

ing to all the three fundamental scoring metrics speci- 674

fied in Common Vulnerability Scoring System (CVSS) 675

as Base Metric, Temporal Metric and Environmental 676

Metric. 677

The scoring metrics are represented as classes includ- 678

ing their properties as shown in Fig. 4. For example, 679

vulnerability assessment properties such as “priority”, 680

“scope”, “attack vector” etc. are essential in charac- 681

terizing vulnerabilities in healthcare systems. Specif- 682

ically, the ontology characterizes the Base metric as 683

consisting of specific vulnerabilities that are constant 684

across healthcare systems over time. It consists of sub- 685

classes as exploitability metrics and the impact met- 686

rics. The Temporal metric consists of other subclasses 687
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and properties to represent vulnerabilities that are likely688

to change over time but not across all healthcare sys-689

tems. Similarly, Environmental metric consist of sub-690

classes that characterize vulnerabilities that are unique691

and relevant to healthcare systems only. This allows us692

to analyse the concepts in further depths, for example,693

analysing the vulnerabilities associated to a specific as-694

set, the threats that could exploit a vulnerability and the695

implementable control actions.696

4.2.3. Base score vulnerability metrics ontology697

Although three different vulnerability assessment on-698

tologies are presented, it is important to mention that699

only Base Score Metric and its properties are adopted700

in our approach for assessing vulnerabilities in health-701

care supply chain cyber systems. The rationale behind702

the choice of Base Score Metrics is that it can measure703

severity based on the characteristics of a vulnerability704

that are constant over time. It is also capable of assum-705

ing reasonable worst-case scenario of a successful at-706

tack across different deployed environment of health-707

care systems. This is essential in extending the knowl-708

edge base, as well as flexibility and adaptability for vul-709

nerability assessment for healthcare supply chain ser-710

vice. Therefore, Fig. 5 focuses on the “Base Score Met-711

rics”. It contains the main class “Score” that provides712

the numerical representation of the severity of a vul-713

nerability. “Score” is associated with the “Base Score714

Metric”, which further comprises other sub-classes ele-715

ments (sub-scoring) as “Exploitability Metric”, “Scope716

Metric” and “Impact Metric” subclasses.717

In addition, all the sub-classes contain other sub-718

classes, property, and datatype accordingly. The cen-719

tral interpretation of the ontology is that a vulnerabil-720

ity is assessed and scored according to the properties721

of “Base Metrics” i.e. exploitability, scope and impact722

metrics. The “Exploitability Metric” is made up of four723

further sub-classes (Attack Vector, Attack Complexity,724

Privileges required, and User Interface), and contains725

a set of defined property (high, medium, and low) and726

data type (string). “Attack Vector” subclass is aims to727

measure the level of access required to exploit a vulner-728

ability; “Attack complexity” assesses the factors outside729

of the threat actor’s control that are required to exploit730

the vulnerability; “Privileges required” measures the731

privileges required for the threat actor to conduct the732

exploit; and “User Interface” is based on whether the733

threat actor must recruit another participant in order to734

complete the attack. Scope relates to whether a vulner-735

ability that exists in one component of a healthcare sys-736

tem can propagate to other components (dependencies).737

Impact metrics is used to assess the actual outcome of 738

an attack as a result of a vulnerability being exploited 739

– consisting of subclasses as confidentiality, integrity, 740

and availability. The subclass “confidentiality” mea- 741

sures the amount of data that a threat actor gains access 742

to; “integrity” scores the ability of a threat actor to al- 743

ter or change data on the affected healthcare system; 744

“availability” measures the loss of availability of the 745

exploited healthcare system. Each subclass contains an 746

“object property” classified according to “high, none or 747

low.” For example, the score of “Confidentiality” mea- 748

surement will be “High” if all data on the healthcare 749

system impacted is accessible by the threat actor and 750

“Low” if data is not accessible to the threat actor. 751

4.3. Prediction of vulnerability exploitability 752

This component focuses on the identified vulnera- 753

bilities which are applicable for the healthcare sector. 754

Out approach advocates to use the National Vulner- 755

ability Database which contains over detailed entries 756

relating to vulnerabilities in a structured format [27]. 757

The NVD includes information for all Common Vul- 758

nerabilities and Exposures (CVEs). The vulnerabilities 759

are based on the assets and products that are used in 760

the healthcare system including hardware, operating 761

systems, healthcare devices, or applications and listed 762

with a unique CVE ID. A detailed list of the vulnera- 763

bilities can be obtained from the CVE detailed. At the 764

time of this work, there are 164463 recorded confirmed 765

vulnerabilities and almost 20 new cyber vulnerabilities 766

are released and reported every day (CVE). Common 767

Vulnerability Scoring System (CVSS) is used to eval- 768

uate the severity and prioritise of each vulnerability. 769

CVE contains a database of publicly known cybersecu- 770

rity vulnerabilities including an identification number, 771

a description, and at least one public reference. It is 772

widely used across the sectors to evaluate the coverage 773

of the security tools. Hence, it allows one to search for 774

known attack signature and possible remediations if 775

the vulnerability is exploitable. CVE list feed NVD, 776

therefore NVD is fully synchronized with CVE. But 777

NVD provides enhanced information for each recorded 778

vulnerability in CVE including remediation guideline, 779

impact rating. 780

Due to the huge information in CVE, it is therefore 781

really challenging for a healthcare entity to determine 782

which of these vulnerabilities are relevant for a spe- 783

cific healthcare context. Hence, it is a daunting task for 784

healthcare practitioner to prioritise the relevant vulner- 785

abilities. The proposed work attempts to predict which 786
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vulnerabilities are relevant and should be prioritised for787

the specific context. Hence, we aim to predict which788

vulnerabilities are likely to exploit so that healthcare789

entity can implement right level of control to mitigate790

the risk that can pose from the vulnerability. It is worth791

mentioning that not all vulnerabilities can be easily792

exploited due to the nature of the specific product or793

vulnerability. Therefore, predicting exploitability is an794

effective means to prioritise the vulnerability. The trend795

of disclosing software vulnerabilities has become a se-796

rious concern. Keeping up with these vulnerabilities797

in providing control requires a huge investment in re-798

sources and personnel. However, ML has a potential799

contribution in predicting vulnerabilities that will help800

in saving both cost and life, by predicting vulnerability801

and providing appropriate control measures.802

4.3.1. Vulnerability exploitability803

The approach follows the Common Vulnerability804

Scoring System Version 3.1 and its metrics to deter-805

mine the exploitation (CVSS-3.1). CVSS computes the806

severity of a vulnerability as a function of its character-807

istics, and the impact on the confidentiality, integrity,808

and availability of the system. The CVSS score ranges809

from 0–10, and is an official severity measurement, with810

10 being the most critical vulnerabilities. It is a widely811

used methodology for vulnerability management that812

considers three vectors concerning vulnerabilities, i.e.,813

Base, Temporal, and Environmental, to qualitatively814

rate a vulnerability. The CVSS 3.1 provides for more815

accurate scoring estimation. We consider the Base vec-816

tor for the purpose of this work. Base score aims to pro-817

vide an inherent characteristic of a vulnerability, which818

is constant over time and across user environments. The819

base vector composes of two sets of metrics: The Ex-820

ploitability metrics and the Impact metrics. Exploitabil-821

ity metrics represent the teaching means by which a vul-822

nerability can be exploited based on the characteristics823

of an asset which are vulnerable. Impact metrics reflect824

the direct consequence of the successful exploitation of825

a vulnerability as possible worst outcome. An overview826

of the metrics is given below.827

– Attack vector: This indicator reflects the context828

by which vulnerability exploitation is possible829

and level of access required by an attacker to ex-830

ploit the vulnerability. The higher the metric value831

means there is more likely an attacker can be to832

exploit the vulnerable component remotely. It in-833

cludes four possible values: Network (N) as vul-834

nerability can remotely exploitable, Adjacent (A)835

as requires network adjacency for exploitation, Lo-836

cal (L) as are not exploitable over a network, Phys- 837

ical (P) as physically interaction with the target 838

system is required. 839

– Attack complexity: This metric indicates the nec- 840

essary conditions beyond the attacker’s control that 841

must exist to exploit the vulnerability. Such condi- 842

tions may require the collection of more informa- 843

tion about the target, or computational exceptions. 844

It includes two possible values: Low (L) as no spe- 845

cific pre-conditions and High (H) as conditions 846

beyond the attackers’ control for successful attack. 847

– Privileges required: it indicates the necessary priv- 848

ileges or access an attacker must possess before 849

successfully exploiting the vulnerability. The no 850

privileges give an attack opportunity to success- 851

fully execute an attack. It includes three possible 852

values: None (N) as no privilege or special access 853

required, Low (L) as basic user level privileges to 854

leverage the exploit, and High (H) as Administra- 855

tive or similar access privileges. 856

– User interaction: This indicates the involvement 857

of user, besides an attacker, necessary for the ex- 858

ploitation. It can be none when no interaction is 859

required or required for a successful exploitation. 860

– Scope: It indicates whether a vulnerability in 861

one vulnerable component can impact on another 862

system or component. It can be unchanged or 863

changed. 864

– Confidentiality: It measures the impact on the con- 865

fidentiality of the information resources managed 866

by specific application. In general confidentiality 867

ensures that only authorised user can access spe- 868

cific information. A vulnerability aims user with 869

no right to access certain information. It is one 870

of the main impacts due to the exploitation and 871

severely effect on the overall business continuity. 872

It can be high, medium or none. 873

– Integrity: It measures the impact to integrity of a 874

successfully exploited vulnerability. Integrity en- 875

sures to protect data or application from unautho- 876

rised modification. Reliability of delivering ser- 877

vices and accurate data is key for integrity. Similar 878

to the confidentiality, it also considers three scales. 879

– Availability: This metric measures the impact on 880

the availability of network services resulting from 881

a successfully exploited vulnerability. Availability 882

ensures information or service available as per 883

the requirements. Confidentiality and integrity is 884

prerequisite for availability. This metric measures 885

the impact on availability due to the exploitation 886

of a vulnerability. 887
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4.3.2. Machine learning model for predicting888

vulnerability exploitability889

The Machine Learning (ML) models allow us to cor-890

relate the vulnerability data and determine which vul-891

nerability would likely be exploited. It is used for build-892

ing a predictive model for classification in addressing893

real-world problems [28]. In this work, we consider894

three different ML models, Linear Regression (LR),895

Decision Tree (DT) and Random Forest (RF) in devel-896

oping the prediction model. The reason for choosing897

these models is part of our research for finding the most898

suitable fitting model for the selected dataset CVE. This899

is because we want to optimize our techniques in terms900

of higher accuracy and less complexity. In addition to901

taking advantage of these three models in getting a clear902

insight into the data with high efficiency. For instance,903

LR provides an initial insight into the data because of904

its linear fitness capability, handling over-fitting excel-905

lently, and extrapolation capability [29]. With the added906

advantages of handling multiple output problems in DT,907

we get additional insights into the data beyond LR, ef-908

ficiently [30]. We are able to understand the multiple909

dimensions of data. Going further, we consider addi-910

tional advantages of RF to improve our work, using911

the capability of RF, such as turning single parameter,912

improving efficiency, and the possibility of generalizing913

errors that may arise [31]. These helped us to improve914

the accuracy and precision of our work Thus, we start915

with LR that is less complex, then improve the result916

with DT and then improve further with RF.917

– LR is based on a linear predictor function com-918

monly used for prediction among multiple factors919

or predictors. Nowadays, LR is one of the popular920

simple techniques for analysing the effect of multi-921

factor data against the interesting factor (predicted922

values). This is because LR has a conceptual logi-923

cal process for expressing relationships between924

the interesting factor and the related predictors in925

the form of a simple mathematical equation. This926

provides a good foundation for developing a the-927

oretical basis that can easily apply to real-world928

data, particularly in making projections [32]. In929

ML, LR is commonly used as the first choice for930

developing learning models from a data set.931

– A decision tree is another model in the form of932

a tree-like structure for analysing options and933

their corresponding factors in making a decision934

and understanding the consequences of each deci-935

sion [33] This provides a visual tool for analysing936

decisions among competing alternatives (multiple937

covariates) that provides a good basis for devel-938

oping predictions algorithm. As of today, DT is 939

one of the most effective techniques for identi- 940

fying patterns in a data set, in addition to being 941

easy to use for communication and also robustness 942

in accommodating various types of data. As a re- 943

sult of that, DT is used not only in ML, but also 944

in Business, and currently is becoming popular 945

in processing health data for making predictions. 946

For example, in analysing patterns of symptoms 947

to predict medical conditions. The advantages of 948

a decision tree include handling missing values, 949

assessing the relative importance of variables, as 950

well as variable selection in selecting the most 951

relevant factors for the learning model. 952

– Random forest is another multifactor decision 953

technique that constructs multiple trees to aggre- 954

gate their decision from random features, thereby 955

forming a suitable decision model from the learn- 956

ing data to predict the targeted interesting fac- 957

tor [34]. RF is an extension of DT that is being 958

used successfully for general-purpose classifica- 959

tion, by combining these multiple random decision 960

trees with random factors and aggregating their 961

predicted values. This is similar to the common 962

approach of majority wins, so the most popular 963

predictions will be selected. A combination of ran- 964

dom inputs and random features reduce both the 965

aggregated error and over fitness of the learning 966

model. This makes it a suitable choice for real- 967

world applications in diverse domains. In addition, 968

the advantages of RF include high performance, 969

adapting ad hoc learning tasks and also flexibility 970

for large scale data sets such as CVE, the data set 971

we used in this experiment [35]. 972

The base score is important to capture the fundamen- 973

tal properties of a vulnerability. Additionally, it also 974

specifies the impact due to the exploitation. Kenna re- 975

search shown that there is a positive correlation between 976

CVSS scores and exploitation [4]. Temporal metrics 977

require up-to-date information about the vulnerability, 978

which is difficult to obtain in many cases. Addition- 979

ally, it is also difficult to obtain the evidence of exploit 980

data. For the suitability of the selected ML models, we 981

consider in this work, from the attributes of the data 982

set, as explained in Section 4.3.1, we selected six suit- 983

able features for our planned experiment: Attack/Ac- 984

cess Vector, Attack Complexity, Privileges Required, 985

Confidentiality, Integrity and Availability: 986

– Authentication/Privileges Required – required cre- 987

dentials before the vulnerability can be exploited: 988

None, Low, and High. 989
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– Availability – the impact of the general availability990

of the system: None, Low, and High.991

– Confidentiality – impact underlying system ex-992

ploited vulnerability: None, Low, and High.993

– Integrity – measures whether an exploit would994

affect the system’s level of trustworthiness: None,995

Low, and High.996

– Attack/Access Vector – level of access to the vul-997

nerable system: Local Access, Adjacent Access,998

or Network (Remote) Access.999

– Attack Complexity – extenuating circumstances1000

required to exploit the vulnerability: Low or High.1001

5. Experiments1002

This section describes the experimental process we1003

follow in using ML models for predicting vulnerability1004

exploit using the CVE dataset. The purpose of this ex-1005

periment is illustrating the suitability of using ML mod-1006

els in predicting vulnerabilities, and also investigate a1007

suitable fitted model for predicting vulnerability exploit1008

using the provided information in the CVE database.1009

The experiment includes the following steps:1010

– Data preparation: the data set is considered from1011

the widely used CVE data. The data set is divided1012

into two parts: training set and testing set.1013

– Feature selection: we select the six suitable fea-1014

tures to feed the selected ML algorithms and im-1015

plemented the selected three ML algorithms, LR,1016

DT and RF. The choosing algorithms were selected1017

based on the increasing suitability and complexity,1018

LR followed by DT and then RF.1019

– Run the experiment on Google Collab platform,1020

were we setup a separate notebook for each of1021

these three algorithms, LR, DT and RF and collect1022

the results.1023

– Evaluation: the result was evaluated using the el-1024

ements of confusion matrix, sensitivity measure1025

and specificity measure as shown in Figs 8–151026

with additional details in the following subsequent1027

subsections.1028

5.1. Dataset description1029

The dataset used for this experiment is the popu-1030

lar CVE database CVE that provides a rich catalogue1031

of disclosed vulnerabilities, which contain a total of1032

164512 entries [3,36]. Organisations partnered with1033

CVE submit their discovered vulnerability to make it1034

publicly available. Here, we summarised the data set in1035

Fig. 6. Trends in vulnerabilities disclosure.

Fig. 6 with the highest disclosed vulnerabilities from the 1036

CVE data set. In particular, the figure depicts the Trends 1037

in Vulnerabilities Disclosure as it continues to increase 1038

from 1999 to 2021, with a sharp rise from 2017, which 1039

indicates the increasing demand for investigating novel 1040

approaches to address the problem of software vulnera- 1041

bility. The reported vulnerability trend creates the need 1042

for an automated approach to support the selection of 1043

prioritizing the likelihood of exploiting a vulnerability 1044

in the nearest future, to help prioritize which vulnerabil- 1045

ity need priority patching or control to protect the sys- 1046

tem. There are strong correlations between the number 1047

of reported vulnerabilities and exploitations. Although 1048

there is a large number of published vulnerabilities in 1049

public databases, like CVE and OSVDB. In practice, 1050

this is just a fraction of the vulnerabilities that exist 1051

because some vulnerabilities are never disclosed to pro- 1052

tect the integrity of the system. The same applies to 1053

the published exploitations, large fractions of exploita- 1054

tions remain private to protect the integrity of the ex- 1055

ploited system. In this work, we initially consider data 1056

sets covering the disclosed vulnerabilities from 1988 1057

to 2018, totaling 111,520 data point that has suitable 1058

categorical attributes for the three algorithms we used 1059

in this work where we consider limiting the datasets to 1060

cover three decades as summarise in Fig. 6. Later on, 1061

we have added new data from 2019 and 2022 as there 1062

are new supply chain vulnerabilities across the sector 1063

after 2018. The outcome of the experiment shows that 1064

there is a high correlation among the data set, based on 1065

the recorded attributes of the vulnerabilities we used in 1066

this work, with additional details in Section 4. 1067
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5.2. Feature selection and implementation1068

We have selected a number of features for the ex-1069

ploitability prediction using the published vulnerability1070

data sets. Once the data is collected, the preprocessing1071

stage extract the features in the JSON format organized1072

into data frame. For the suitability of the selected three1073

ML models, we used in this work, we chose suitable at-1074

tributes of the data set that will help us predict exploita-1075

tion, as explained in Section 4.3.1. We selected six suit-1076

able features for our planned experiment: Attack/Ac-1077

cess Vector, Attack Complexity, Privileges Required,1078

Confidentiality, Integrity and Availability:1079

– Authentication/Privileges Required – required cre-1080

dentials before the vulnerability can be exploited:1081

None, Low, and High.1082

– Availability – the impact of the general availability1083

of the system: None, Low, and High.1084

– Confidentiality – impact underlying system ex-1085

ploited vulnerability: None, Low, and High.1086

– Integrity – measures whether an exploit would1087

affect the system’s level of trustworthiness: None,1088

Low, and High.1089

– Attack/Access Vector – level of access to the vul-1090

nerable system: Local Access, Adjacent Access,1091

or Network (Remote) Access.1092

– Attack Complexity – extenuating circumstances1093

required to exploit the vulnerability: Low or High.1094

The data set is split into two parts: training set and1095

testing set, using the function train_test_split from the1096

sklearn library [37]. Each ML algorithm is implemented1097

on a separate notebook in the Google Collaboratory1098

(Collab) platform [38], mainly for the purpose of getting1099

high performance, in addition to providing GPU access1100

as well as flexibility for sharing the work. Initially, we1101

started using Jupiter platform, to increase the speed, we1102

moved to Google Collaboration platform, on the cloud,1103

where we run the experiment in higher speed efficiently.1104

5.3. Evaluation1105

In evaluating the selected models, first, we consider1106

the prediction usefulness [39] in evaluating the devel-1107

oped technique for predicting the exploitation. Here, we1108

report the prediction usefulness of the three algorithms1109

in Figs 7–9. Figure 7 depicts the prediction usefulness1110

of LR that assess the performance of the LR models by1111

comparing the ‘ratio of predicted True/actual true’ with1112

actual true. We retrieve the actual true data from the1113

training dataset and compare it with predicted true from1114

testing dataset in evaluating the prediction usefulness.1115

Fig. 7. Prediction usefulness of linear regression.

Fig. 8. Prediction usefulness of decision tree.

This help us to compare the predicted true data with the 1116

actual true data in the LR model. The gap between the 1117

two graphs (blue and green lines) indicate the close- 1118

ness of the predicted true and actual which shows the 1119

usefulness of the prediction. 1120

Figure 8 depicts the prediction usefulness of DT that 1121

assess the performance of the DT models in making 1122

prediction. This is by comparing the actual true data 1123

from the training set with the predicted true data from 1124

the testing dataset. Here, also the narrow area between 1125

the two graphs indicate the predictions usefulness of 1126

the DT that is closer to LR. 1127

Finally, Fig. 9 depicts the prediction usefulness of RF 1128

that assess the performance of the RF models by com- 1129

paring the training set with testing dataset, to evaluate 1130

the predicted true data with the actual true data used to 1131

train the model. The graph also follows a similar pat- 1132

terns as LR and DT. For the three graphs, we find that 1133

they behave well in a similar pattern with an acceptable 1134

threshold that can be improved further. However, here 1135

we observe that each of the algorithm drop sharply just 1136

before the points 0.55 and 0.75. This is an interesting 1137
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Fig. 9. Prediction usefulness of random forest.

Fig. 10. ROC of linear regression.

observation that we would like to investigate further1138

by using another data set, which will be suitable for1139

expanding the accuracy of the prediction technique.1140

Receiver Operating Characteristic (ROC) is used to1141

assess the discrimination threshold of the three algo-1142

rithms. The purpose of ROC is comparing the rate of the1143

two operating characteristics True-Positive and False-1144

Positive, to measure the performance of a classifica-1145

tion model. The higher the area under the curve, the1146

better the performance of the classifier. In the field1147

of ML, ROC quantify the predictive power of the se-1148

lected models, represented in the area under curve of a1149

graph between the True Positive Rate and False Positive1150

Rate [40].1151

In this work, as shown in Figs 10–12, the three mod-1152

els form a curve above the diagonal, and cover higher1153

area under the curve which indicates that each of the1154

three ML models performs well in the classification. We1155

find that the ROC of the three ML models resembles one1156

another, which means that the difference between the1157

three algorithms in the discrimination threshold is not1158

significant, as seen in the area under curve of the three1159

algorithms Figs 10–12, for the CVE dataset we used in1160

this work. This is an interesting result that we would1161

like to explore further as part of the recommended di-1162

Fig. 11. ROC of decision tree.

Fig. 12. ROC of random forest.

rection of expanding this work towards generalising the 1163

result. 1164

Likewise, Figs 11 and 12 depict the ROC curve of 1165

DT and RF, which also follow a similar pattern in gen- 1166

erating a curve above the diagonal covering more area 1167

under the curve. Thus, in terms of using ROC to assess 1168

descrimination, we find that the three ML models fol- 1169

low similar patterns in prividing useful result by gen- 1170

erating a curve above the diagonal and covering more 1171

area under the curve. 1172

To find a way of reducing False-Positives and in- 1173

crease the True-Positive result, we consider combin- 1174

ing recall and precision to calculate the F-beta scoring 1175

system [41], using the scores 2, 4, 6, 8, 10, 12, 14, 16, 1176

18, and 20, as shown in Figs 9–11. The F-Beta score 1177

has a positive real number as its factor β for adjusting 1178

the weight of recall and precision for an experimental 1179

test [42]. The value of β is chosen as an integer value 1180

such that recall is considered β times as important as 1181

precision, expressed as follows: 1182

Fβ =
(
1 + β2

)
∗ Precision ∗ Recall
(B2 ∗ Precision) + Recall
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Fig. 13. F-Beta graph of linear regression.

Fig. 14. F-Beta graph of decision tree.

The results allow us to measure the effectiveness of1183

the models by adjusting the recall over the correspond-1184

ing precision. Thus, after developing the F-Beta graph1185

of the three ML models, we find that in each case, the1186

F-Beta scores drop between 0.5 to 0.6 and between1187

0.7 to 0.8. This result indicates that in terms of F-Beta1188

measurement three models behave the same.1189

The results allow us to measure the effectiveness1190

of the models by adjusting the recall over the corre-1191

sponding precision. For instance, Figure 13 shows the1192

F-beta graph of LR, for F2, F4, F6. . . F20. In similar1193

way, we develop the F-beta graph of the remaining two1194

ML models, DT and RF. Thus, after developing the1195

F-Beta graphs of the three ML models, we find that in1196

each case, the F-Beta scores drop in between 0.5–0.61197

and also between 0.7–0.8, as shown in Figs 14 and 15.1198

The result confirms that three models behave in similar1199

manner, in terms of F-Beta measurements.1200

The LR has the lowest accuracy of 61% in predict-1201

ing exploitation, while DT improves the result to 62%1202

and RF improve it further to 63%. Thus, the results get1203

better with the increasing complexity of the algorithms;1204

Fig. 15. F-Beta graph-random forest.

from the simple algorithm LR to DT with higher com- 1205

plexity but better result, and also better result in using 1206

RF with the cost of increasing complexity. Although 1207

we expect better results than the reported results, con- 1208

sidering the increasing complexity, as recommended in 1209

the literature [43]. RF provides better results compared 1210

to DT, especially with increasingly large datasets like 1211

CVE. However, our concern here may be due to the 1212

structure of the input data set, in the form of textual 1213

data that is regarded as one of the weaknesses of RF. 1214

This is an interesting observation that we will explore 1215

further as part of our future work. Also, we will investi- 1216

gate additional algorithms that will help us improve the 1217

accuracy of the prediction to be able to provide precise 1218

control for the predicted vulnerability. 1219

6. Discussion 1220

The health care sector is now primary target for in- 1221

formation theft and service disruption due to the lack 1222

of security measure. The cyber attack can pose any se- 1223

curity risks that have the potential to the overall eco 1224

system. Patient healthcare information is handled by al- 1225

most every healthcare entities including hospital, clinic 1226

and diagnostic centre. The actors of the entities such as 1227

doctors, nurses, pharmacists, and technicians use this 1228

sensitive information for patient treatment and other 1229

related service delivery. Therefore, cybersecurity needs 1230

to consider holistically from every aspects of the over- 1231

all ecosystem. However, understanding vulnerabilities 1232

which are relevant for the specific context is a challeng- 1233

ing task. This work presents a conceptual view to repre- 1234

sent the concepts and ontological view that provides a 1235

common language and a knowledge base related to the 1236

health care and cyber security domain. This certainly 1237
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Table 1
False precision measures

ML model False-negative False-positive Sum
Linear regression 12266 125 12391
Decision tree 11938 128 12066
Random forest 11777 130 11907

help in identifying the relevant vulnerabilities from all1238

aspect of the concepts. Finally, we have considered the1239

possible vulnerabilities exploitability using three ML1240

models to prioritise the vulnerabilities which needs ad-1241

equate attention. The experimentation result provided1242

high accuracy with the LR. We have made the following1243

observations.1244

– Determine the applicability of using ML in pre-1245

dicting exploitation – the result shows that ex-1246

ploitability prediction provides an early warning1247

of the potential attack so that appropriate control1248

measures can be taken into consideration.1249

– Improving the Accuracy of the result – in compar-1250

ing the three algorithms, we see clear progress in1251

improving the accuracy of predicting the vulner-1252

ability exploitability, with decision tree at 61%,1253

linear regression at 62% and Random Forest at1254

63%.1255

Determine the rate of false predictions – there is addi-1256

tional progress in the accuracy of the predicted result by1257

minimising both the false-negative and false-positive,1258

as summarise in Table 1. For the LR, the false-negative1259

is 12266 while false-positive is 125, resulting in 12391.1260

For DT, the false-negative is 11938 while false-positive1261

is 128, resulting in 12066. For RF, the false-negative is1262

11777 while false-positive is 130, resulting in 11907.1263

So, there is good progress in reducing the negative re-1264

sults, 12391, 12066 and 11907.1265

We have compared our findings with the existing1266

works in the literature for the general observations.1267

In particular, the work [44] is closer to our approach1268

of using ontology and ML in cybersecurity. The work1269

illustrates using an ontology on the structured NVD1270

data and proposes a TRONTO system that gathers in-1271

formation about vulnerabilities from social media and1272

supported queries using BERT classifier. However, our1273

work uses the CVE data sets in a broader context of1274

healthcare vulnerabilities, without restricting the work1275

to specific systems or applications or area. We have1276

also considered three ML to demonstrate the advan-1277

tages of each model for the prediction of exploitability.1278

Another work [11] considers using ML in predicting1279

cybersecurity incidents focusing specifically on Small1280

and Medium Enterprises (SME) in South Korea. How-1281

ever, the context of our work is not specific to SMEs, 1282

hence we focus the broader healthcare system with CVE 1283

database. There is another work [45] that illustrates us- 1284

ing social media, news articles and open-source data 1285

to predict vulnerabilities in cybersecurity, using two 1286

ML models: Vector Machines and fine-tuned BERT. 1287

The result indicates that the model BERT performs bet- 1288

ter than Vector Machine. In comparison to our work, 1289

we use different datasets from CVE and different ML 1290

models which expand the literature. But it will be inter- 1291

esting to investigate the performance of BERT on the 1292

CVE, which is the dataset we used for this experiment. 1293

Also, [46] considers different ML models to predict risk 1294

types, which shows that different algorithms provide 1295

different accuracy level in predicting various risk types 1296

including Cyber Espionage and Denial of Service. Our 1297

work differs from this work as we focus on vulnerabil- 1298

ity exploitability prediction, but both focus on critical 1299

infrastructure. 1300

The healthcare entities are still using a number of 1301

legacy applications and devices that are running out- 1302

dated software or operating systems without upto date 1303

patch. Additionally, third party services providers are in 1304

many cases responsible to manage the overall system. 1305

Vulnerabilities in medical devices such as CT scanners, 1306

pacemakers, and drug infusion pumps are also growing 1307

concern. Therefore, it is necessary for the healthcare 1308

entity to actively search out vulnerabilities relevant in 1309

their systems and maintain ongoing vulnerability man- 1310

agement for the overall security. It is also necessary not 1311

to overemphasis on zero-day vulnerabilities, rather the 1312

probability of the exploitability of vulnerabilities which 1313

are relevant within the context. 1314

The proposed work can effectively support in deter- 1315

mining the exploitability of the relevant vulnerabilities 1316

so that a list of vulnerabilities can be prioritised for 1317

suitable controls. Our work advocates to consider the 1318

center for internet security control (CIS) as baseline to 1319

understand the various areas where controls are required 1320

based on the exploitable vulnerability. The controls are 1321

classified according to basic, foundational and organi- 1322

zational with twenty different classes of controls. For 1323

instance, encryption need to be implemented in various 1324

data states including both at rest and in transit as well 1325

as the third-party service providers that have access to 1326

healthcare networks or databases. Security awareness 1327

and training is also required for all healthcare actors on 1328

handling the healthcare data to prevent data breach and 1329

service disruption. 1330
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7. Conclusion1331

The health care sector is constantly an attractive1332

target for cybercriminals due to the sensitivity of the1333

healthcare data and potential financial gain. As a result,1334

cyberattacks are increasing across the Health Care In-1335

formation Infrastructure (HCII). This work integrates1336

relevant concepts for a common understanding of cyber1337

security of the healthcare sector and uses ontology that1338

provides knowledge base for the domain. Three differ-1339

ent ontological views are considered including Health-1340

care supply chain service delivery, Vulnerability assess-1341

ment, and Base Score vulnerability Metrics Ontology.1342

We consider three ML models to predict vulnerability1343

exploitability which effectively support the prioritisa-1344

tion of relevant vulnerabilities. In particular, a list of1345

features from the CVSS is considered for the prediction.1346

The results show that the ML is able to anticipate which1347

vulnerabilities can be exploitable with 63% accuracy.1348

Our work has some limitations. In particular, the1349

scope of this work is limited to the CVE dataset.1350

However, CVE does not fully provide up-to-date ex-1351

ploitability related information for a specific vulnera-1352

bility. Therefore, in future, we are planning to adopt1353

other dataset including ExploitDB for the purpose of1354

prediction. Extending the dataset has a good potential1355

for improving the accuracy of the research that will1356

also help in generalising our findings. The approach1357

considers three algorithms, i.e., LR, DT and RF. The1358

vulnerability description is in textual format, which in-1359

cludes related information that could link with exploita-1360

tion. Therefore, Natural Language Processing (NLP)1361

can help improve the result by extracting additional1362

features from the text description of the vulnerabilities.1363

We are planning to include NLP for this purpose. Fi-1364

nally, the current work focuses on base metric properties1365

for the exploitation. The temporal metric also provides1366

other information related to the exploitation such reme-1367

diation level and report confidence. This information1368

can change over the time and indicates the possibility1369

of exploitation. The addition of temporal metric value1370

could be an interesting future direction as well. Part of1371

the recommended future work should investigate the1372

possibility of addressing both false positives and false1373

negatives, considering the provided six features used in1374

the predictions.1375
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